
2. Answer any five short answer questions 5x3=15
a) Explain the assumption "Within certain limit man can be understood and helped"
b) What is Principle? Explain the principle of right to self determination.
c) Explain the techniques used in direct treatment.
d) Explain the biological needs of human beings.
e) What is summary recording?
f) Define empathy?
g) List any three values of social case work.

"..--.."
. Answer anyfive descriptive type questions

a) Explain Psycho-social assessment as a step of social case work
b) Explain the five counseling techniques.
c) What is the importance of client worker relationship?
d) Explain the main aspects of psychoanalytical theory.
e) Explain the psycho-social model.
j) Explain the steps involved in problem solving process.
g) Explain the roles of social case worker in school setting.
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1. Answer the following questions: (any five)
a) Define Social Case Work according to H.B Periman.
b) Define Recording.
c) Write any two objectives of Social Case Work
d) Explain the problem as component of Social Case work
e) What is Intake?
j) What is Evaluation?
g) What is Narrative Recording?
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PART A- Objective Type

I. Choose the correct options from the following:

1. Every man has inherent worth and dignity is one of the principles of social case work.

,,- 2. Treatment is the sum total of all the activities directed towards helping the person.

3. Sustainment techniques are used in indirect treatment.

4. Who propound the psycho dynamic theory

(i) Freud's (ii) H.H Perlman (iii) Marry Richmond

5. Human mind can be divided into

(i) One part (ii) two part (iii) three Part

6. The thinking ,deciding and planning part of personality is related to

(i)The Id (ii) The Ego (iii) The Super Ego

7. Problem Solving Model was developed by

(i) Freud's (ii) H.H Perlman (iii) Marry Richmond

8. Social Case Work: A Therapeutic Approach is written by

(i) R.K Upadhyay (ii) H.H Perlman (iii) Marry Richmond

9. An Introduction to Social Case Work was written by

(i) R.K Upadhyay (ii) H.H PerIman (iii) Marry Richmond

10. Social Diagnosis was written by

(i) R.K Upadhyay (ii) H.H PerIman (iii) Marry E Richmond
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TruelFalse

TruelFalse

TruelFalse

(iv) M.G Ross

(iv) M.G Ross

(iv) M.G Ross

(iv) Grace Mathew

(iv) Grace Mathew



11. Behavior modification theory was developed by

(i) Pavlov (ii) H.H Perlman (iii) Pavlov & Thorndike

12. The Id is always governed by pleasure pain principle.

13. In indirect treatment environment manipulation is the main component.

14. Professional use of self mean to use the own value system.

1S.0ne -to- group communication involves a speaker who seeks to inform an audience.

16. Memos is one of the channel for

(i) Verbal communication (ii) Non verbal communication (iii) Written Communication

(iii) Written Communication

TruelFalse

TruelFalse

17. Video conference is one of the mean for

(i) Verbal communication (ii) on verbal communication

18. Prior knowledge can influence the receiver's understanding of the message.

19. Socio-cultural differences may be a barrier to effective listening.

(iv) Thorndike

TruelFalse

TruelFalse

TruelFalse

TruelFalse

20. Innate coping styles which allow individuals to minimize sudden often unexpected changes is called

(i) Direct treatment (ii) Indirect treatment

(iii) The Ego (iv) Defence machanisms
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